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Yes, we
care!
Yes, we care!
That’s
whywhy
we can!
That’s
we can!
When art and sharing come together, it creates a powerful force for positive change. Closed
doors can be opened, what is broken can be healed; the rough can be transformed into the
gentle and the weak into the strong.
More than any other ideology, sharing is the human undertaking that is the most able to
transcend isolation and hopelessness. It is one of the greatest tragedies of humanity when
we lose the ability to give and receive. Many of us forget that we are mutually interconnected
and rely upon one another. Paradoxically, throughout history we have instead found comfort
in a world full of threats and enemies. Is it really imperative that we must struggle so hard to
survive? There is no need to be ‘superhuman’ if there are others who can be here for us when
we need help. This is the real value of community.
The current global social context calls for new solutions that can at last give us creative,
decent lives that are worth living.
As ‘third spaces’, cultural centers are points of public dialogue in which collaborative
collectives are self-organized into communities of practice. Acting as centers of social
innovation, they are laboratories and incubators of new ways of working, living and cocreating sustainable communities.
The collective intelligence arising from sharing skills and knowledge results in resilient
communities that are capable of responding to the different challenges we are faced with.
Creating a culture of sharing makes our communities dynamic, effective, and productive.
Our need for others is what makes us live in co-sufficiency rather than self-sufficiency.
Everyone has something to give. Recognising this, and interacting accordingly, allows us to
radiate respect, positivity and contentment to others.
Danijela Poropat
Sustainable Development Manager
Savez udruga Rojca
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ABOUTAbout
THE the
CONFERENCE
conference
As multi-purpose activity spaces, socio-cultural centers are open to the community, as well as
being innovative and flexible in reaction to social change. These centers are characterized by
a dynamic process of inclusion and co-creation, which is enabled by a specific set of sharing
practices. It is these practices that give them their special character and are representative of
their core values and strength.
The conference will cover topics that examine the relationship between culture and sharing
communities, with the aim of creating responsible communities that stand in solidarity with
one another whilst improving the quality of life of the community. The theme of the conference
will be developed through four main routes: Culture of Involvement, Sharing in Art and
Education, Open Spaces for Sharing and Imagination, and Communities of Practice.
With a particular emphasis on the potential of cultural centers for community development,
different models of reciprocity and participation will be explored throughout the conference.
We will analyse how socio-cultural centers can develop a culture of sharing; how different
practices can contribute to social and artistic co-creation; the democratization of society
and re-evaluation of social values and changing social paradigms we will also discover how
cultural centers as spaces of sharing and imagination become hubs of social innovation and
communities of practice.
The workshops will allow participants to gain new knowledge which they can then apply in
their own communities. Since the conference is co-organized by the TEH network, it will be
attended by representatives of independent cultural centers from all over Europe, providing a
great opportunity for networking and the creation of European partnerships.
teh.rojc.eu
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COMMUNITY
CENTER
Community
Center
ROJC
Rojc
Community Center Rojc is a unique space for civil society in a repurposed building that
forms part of the cultural heritage of Pula which gathers over a hundred organisations under
one roof also hosting numerous cultural and social events. Situated in an Austro-Hungarian
structure dating back to the 1870s, today the centre is home to 111 associations from various
fields (culture, sports, psychosocial care and health services, activities for children and young
people, care for the disabled, environmental protection, technical culture, ethnic minorities
etc.). Thousands of Rojc inhabitants and their visitors pass through its painted hallways and
stairways each week, giving it a central role in the life of the community.
The Rojc Associations Alliance has formed a kind of civic-public partnership with the City
of Pula, which co-governs the centre and encourages its development. A network of the
associations of Rojc, the Alliance unites these organisations to present and represent their
interests, promote mutual cooperation and carry out community actions and events.
The Rojc Associations Alliance has been a member of Trans Europe Halles since 2013.
rojcnet.pula.org
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TRANS
Trans
EUROPE
Europe
HALLES
Halles
Trans Europe Halles (TEH) is a Europe-based network of cultural centres initiated by citizens
and artists. TEH has been at the forefront of re-purposing Europe’s industrial buildings
for arts, culture and activism since 1983. As of 2017, TEH has brought together nearly 90
multidisciplinary cultural centres and other cultural organisations from across Europe.
The members of Trans Europe Halles meet twice a year during TEH Meetings, and decisions
are made at the General Assembly of each meeting. Organised twice a year and hosted by a
different member center each time, TEH meetings are a source of inspiration and a birthplace
for new collaborations. They are also an opportunity for our members to meet and discover
new countries and cultural centres.
TEH projects Creative Lenses (2015-2019), Europe Grand Central (20152017) and Factories of Imagination (2017-2021) are co-funded by the
Creative Europe Programme of the European Union.

teh.net
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PROGRAMME
programme

Thursday 25 May

9:00 - 20:00
REGISTRATION

th

10:00 - 11:00
OPENING OF THE CONFERENCE

Boris Miletić, Mayor of Pula
Vladimir Torbica, Head of Cultutral Department of Region of Istria
Michele Bee, Trans Europe Halles President
Irena Boljunčić Gracin, Rojc Alliance Coordinator
Room: Outer Space

11:00 - 12:30
KEY NOTE OPENING PANEL

Contributors: Bruno Sokolowicz Papiol, Jekaterina Lavrinec, Marco Clausen,
Dražen Šimleša
Hosts: Matija Raos and Antonia Banović
Room: Outer Space, page: 19

12:30 - 14:00
LUNCH
13:30 - 14:00
INTRODUCTION TO TEH

The member’s organisation Trans Europe Halles is together with Rojc Community
Center hosting this conference. Get an introduction to the network and meet staff
and board members.
Room: Living Room

14:00 - 15:30

PANELS

PANEL 1: CULTIVATING A CULTURE OF INVOLVEMENT

Contributors: Jonas Buechel, Alexandros Nousias, Dušica Radojčić, Gordana Crnko
Host: Birgitta Persson
Room: Outer Space; page 20

PANEL 2: HOW ART AND COMMUNITY GET TOGETHER
Contributors: Sharon Bailey, Ivana Katić, Marijana Rimanić, Miha Horvat
Host: Davor Mišković
Room: Living Room; page 21
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PANEL 4: FROM PRACTICE TO RESILIENCE

Contributors: Natalie Milbrodt, Martin Simon, Polly Moseley, Irena Krčelić
Host: Dražen Šimleša
Room: Student Space; page 23

15:30 – 16:00
COFFEE BREAK
16:00 – 18:00

TEH café
Page 24

18:00 – 20:00
ROJC TOUR
19:30 – 20:30
DINNER
EVENING PROGRAMME
20:00 Figaro, Concert of Young Violinists

Thursday 25 May

Contributors: Jonathan Reyes, Birte Gehm, Relja Bobić, Van Pham
Host: Luka Piškorič
Room: Edusplash; page 22

th

PANEL 3: EXPLORING BEYOND SPACE

Rojc Inner Courtyard; page 45

20:30 Wind Orchestra of Pula, concert
Rojc Inner Courtyard; page 45

21:00 Exhibition opening : “Difference and morality”
(Rojc artists)
Living room; page 46

21:30 Kolektiv Buka noise DJ + VJ
Rojc Inner Courtyard; page 45
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Friday 26 May

9:00 - 9:45

ZEN Yoga CLASS
Room: Shin; page 50

th

10:00 - 13:00

WORKSHOP SESSIONS
• Life is about using the whole box of crayons

Leader: Martin Simon
Room: Student Space; page 26

• How do you increase digital inclusion in your community in
a creative and innovative way, while working in partnership
with other organisations
Leader: Susan Ryder
Room: Living Room; page 27

• “Culture Plans Politics” Culture makes Europe!
Leader: Jonas Buechel
Room: Edusplash 1; page 27

•Fuck Business Models, Embrace Value Creation!
Leader: Jose Rodriguez
Room: Sunflower; page 28

• Intercultural working in neighbourhoods
Leader: Sharon Bailey
Room: Metamedia; page 29

• How can land really be the best art?
People as the catalysts for lasting change
Leader: Polly Moseley
Room: Edusplash 2; page 29

• Civic Design and Collective Intelligence
Leader: Jonathan Reyes
Room: Green Istria; page 30

• BIOTECTURE – building a vertical garden (Part 1)
Leader: Bruno Motik
Room: Rojc Inner Courtyard; page 31

• Time banking, a tool to engage and build
with a creative community
Leader: Philippe Granger
Room: Yellow Submarine; page 32
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13:00 - 15:00
LUNCH
15:00 - 16:30

WORKSHOP SESSIONS
• Places for sharing: how to develop local networks

Leader: Jekaterina Lavrinec
Room: Metamedia; page 33

• Organizing & communicating a radical democracy
confluence in Barcelona
Leader: Bruno Sokolowicz Papiol
Room: Living Room; page 34

• Crowdfunding and community empowerment
Leader: Luka Piškorič
Room: Edusplash 1; page 34

Friday 26 May

Leader: Miroslav Wranka
Room: Art & Music; page 32

th

• Family Andersson game

• Communication and Sharing
– RES tool that brings cultural workers together
Leader: Birte Gehm
Room: Green Istria; page 35

• Performing Arts Residency – exchange program
Leader: Laura Gabrielaityte – Kazuleniene’
Room: Sunflower; page 36

• Sharing in cultural production:
Towards sustainable art platforms
Leader: Alexandros Nousias
Room: Yellow Submarine; page 36

• Sharing the city: from short-term interventions
to long-term forms of collective ownership
Leader: Marco Clausen
Room: Edusplash 2; page 37

• BIOTECTURE – building a vertical garden (Part 2)
Leader: Bruno Motik
Room: Rojc Inner Courtyard; page 31
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Friday 26 May
th

• Get to know LARP; Find out what it can do for you
Leader: Miroslav Wranka
Room: Student Space; page 32

16:30 - 17:00
COFFEE BREAK
17:00 – 18:30
CLOSURE OF THE CONFERENCE – FINDINGS
Room: Outer Space

19:00 - 20:30
DINNER
EVENING PROGRAMME
21:00 Visualia Group: Interactive Light Installations
Rojc Inner Courtyard; page 47

21:30 Cantus PoPuli, choir
Rojc Inner Courtyard; page 47

+ DJ Teddy Lee

Rojc Inner Courtyard; page 47
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11:00 - 13:00

ACTION LABS
• TEH hub: European Voluntary Service (EVS)
Room: Green Istria; page 39

• The Origin of Spaces
Room: Metamedia; page 40

• European Capital of Culture as a Catalyst for Change
Room: Yellow Submarine; page 40

• Global Grand Central: When project reporting
becomes social and meaningful
Room: Living Room; page 41

• Performing arts residency exchange:
ideas for a collaborative TEH member project
Room: Sunflower; page 41

Saturday 27 May

Introduction to four years of EU supported TEH activities
Presented by the TEH Coordination Office
Room: Outer Space; page 44

th

10:00 - 10:45
FACTORIES OF IMAGINATION 2017-2021

• WUK 2020: we want your feedback!
Room: Hacklab; page 39

• TEH Balkan Hub

Room: Rojc Inner Courtyard, page 38

• TEH Hub: Staff Exchange
Room: Art & Music; page 42

• TEH project planning: Arts Education in TEH member centers
Room: Edusplash 1; page 42

• Idea Development and Creative Collaboration
Room: Edusplash 2; page 43

• Co-designing an Online Knowledge Base for Arts and Cultural Organisations to Support Business Model Innovation
Room: Student Space; page 43
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Saturday 27 May
th

13:00 - 14:30
LUNCH
14:30 - 15:30
Presentation of TEH candidate members
Room: Yellow Submarine; page 44

15:30 - 18:00
TEH General Assembly

NOTE: For participants who are not attending the
TEH General Assembly, a guided tour around the city of Pula will be organised
Room: Yellow Submarine; page 44

19:00 - 20:30
DINNER
EVENING PROGRAMME
20h Breakdance Studio AB Original (page 48)
Rojc Inner Courtyard

Theatre Dr.Inat (Rojc – 3rd floor):
21h Theatre Dr. Inat: Amanet, theatre play (page 48)
22h Concert:
Urar (page 48)
Veja (page 49)
DJ Filjo (page 49)
Rojc Inner Courtyard
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From the middle of the 19th century onwards, Pula was used as the main
Austrian naval port. Within the grid of the city of Pula there are 33 surviving
forts and a further 150 assorted defensive structures that once belonged to
the defense system that formed the main naval base of the Austro-Hungarian
fleet. Due to the size, layout and geography of the area, alongside the exceptional artistic quality of the architecture, the fortification system was ranked
one of the largest and most important in Europe.
We will visit the fort Casoni Vecchi in the former military area Monumenti-Katarina, and fortress Punta Cristo, which hosts various cultural events. In
the afternoon we will bathein the beautiful Adriatic sea.
Participation contribution: 25 EUR
(transport by bus and lunch included)

SUNday 28 May

Reuse of military abandoned spaces
Pula’s fortification system

th

10:00 - 18:00
SUNDAY OUTING
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Routes
Routes
Culture of Involvement – How does art contribute to the articulation of social issues/
needs and motivate the community to participate? How can community and cultural centers
become platforms that actively include citizens, and in which manner can this practice influence the changing of social paradigms? (site-specific, social design, methods of community
development, co-governing, co-production, sustainable communities…)

Sharing in Art and Education – Innovative practices that are applicable in the fields
of art and education (IT practices that improve sharing, art and creative collectives, open
platforms of learning, creative commons, artists in residence, creative business models…)
Open Spaces for Sharing and Imagination – Community and cultural centers

as spaces for collaboration and imagination. (spaces of resistance, spaces of regeneration,
spaces of meeting, third spaces, the role of spaces in community development, co-working,
co-living…)

Communities of Practice – Sharing skills and knowledge – group intelligence and

creativity that, through collaboration, produce social innovation. What is the role of culture,
community and art centers in creating opportunities for communities of practice? (time banking, social intelligence, transition cities, social innovations, DIWO or co-design workshops,
eco-systems…)
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KEY
NOTE
OPENING
PANEL
Key note opening panel
Thursday, 25th May

Outer Space, 11:00 – 12:30
The TEH83 opening panel will host 4 key note speakers who will introduce and explore the unique
and important role of art, cultural, creative and community centers in fostering a culture of sharing
and encouraging a re-evaluation of social values. What are the key opportunities and challenges
we are facing with this new paradigm? How can we activate, nurture and sustain our communities
as drivers of mutualisation, active participation and co-governance, whilst stimulating a culture of
sharing in general? Finally, we will discuss the potential of these centers to act as hubs for social
innovation and the implementation of methods and tools that can make both the centers and their
community members more resilient, sustainable, socially secure and eco-friendly.

HostS: Antonia Banović & Matija Raos
Antonia Banović is an international relations specialist and strategist focusing on the social
and environmental impact of collaborative economy and the potential of different social movements, sharing communities and networks in fostering positive social change.
Matija Raos is an independent creative director and strategist acting as a designer, consultant, facilitator and mentor. He is a design-led problem solver passionate about collaborative
economy, the freelancers’ movement, community building and social innovation.

Contributors:
Jekaterina Lavrinec is an urban researcher, participatory artist and educator in urban
studies. She is a co-founder of Laimikis.lt, an urban games and research lab that serves as
an interdisciplinary platform for cultural innovations and non-formal learning and promotes
participatory urban culture.
Bruno Sokolowicz Papiol is a journalist, TV host, radio presenter and a digital, cultural &
environmental activist at @350BCN. Bruno actively participates in the Barcelona en Comú
experience in different ways: event host, culture commission, international commission and a
bottom up citizen TV broadcast.
Marco Clausen is a social activist engaged in sustainable urban development. He co-founded
the non-profit organization “Nomadisch Grün” which aims to transform abandoned urban
spaces into social and ecological gardens, and co-initiated Prinzessinnengarten in Berlin – a
place dedicated to urban agriculture, environmental learning, and neighborhood participation.
Dražen Šimleša works as a research associate at Zagreb’s Ivo Pilar Institute for Social
Science. The main fields of his work and interest are globalization, sustainability, economy and
permaculture. Within these areas he has written six books and conducted several scientific
studies. He is an active member of citizens’ initiatives and co-founder of Cooperative for
Good Economy.
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PANELS
DESCRIPTIONS
Panels descriptions
The conference’s four sub-themes (Culture of Involvement, Sharing in Art & Education, Open
Spaces for Sharing and Imagination, and Communities of Practice) will serve as different
starting points to discuss the meaning and function of community, sharing principles and community-driven practices. These practices will be evaluated here for their potential in fostering
artistic and social co-creation and co-production.

Panel 1: Cultivating a Culture of Involvement
Thursday 25th May
Outer space, 14:00 – 15:30

Involving fellow citizens in community development can be challenging at times, but when
a consensus is reached and everybody “rows the boat in the same direction” these can be
easily overcome. In this session, attendees will hear stories of citizen involvement in the arts,
environmental issues, the commons and urban regeneration from four experienced activists
based in Riga, Vienna, Pula and Athens. What are the dos and don’ts of creating a “culture
of involvement”? Which models and practices for engaging citizens in a common cause have
proven to be successful? What is the unique role played by independent arts and community
centers in these processes?

Host: Birgitta Persson, TEH, Lund (S) - former Secretary General of Trans Europe Halles
Birgitta has initiated and led several international professional development programs for
cultural operators as well as many multi-annual EU-projects.

Contributors:
Jonas Buechel, Urban Institute, Riga (LV) - freelancing social worker and cultural manager as well as practicing urbanist, urban curator and community worker, co-founder and CEO of
the Urban Institute in Riga.
Alexandros Nousias, Creative Commons, Athens (GR) - freelance law professional, Legal
Lead of Creative Commons-Greece as well as an associate of the Athens Bar Association,
Open Data Institute Athens, YourDataStories and GFOSS – Open Technologies Alliance.
Dušica Radojčić, Green Istria, Pula (HR) - President of environmental NGO Green Istria
and president of the Co-ordination of the Community Center Rojc. Her principal field of interest is environmental impact assessment and public participation.
Gordana Crnko, Brunnenpassage, Vienna (A) - manages music projects in Brunnenpassage, develops participative formats with low thresholds and improves accessibility to arts
and culture especially for underrepresented groups.
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Panel 2: HOW ART AND COMMUNITY GET TOGETHER
Thursday 25th May
Living room, 14:00 – 15:30

Drawing from their own unique perspectives and experience, panelists will discuss the challenges faced by international artists in engaging the local community. What problems did they
encounter and how did they overcome them? How can we reconcile the demands and project
requirements of the EU, and real, valuable work in the community? How can we use different
methods of communication to help counter these problems?

Host: Davor Mišković, Drugo more, Rijeka (HR) - director of the association Drugo more

(Other Sea). He curated and organized numerous cultural events, conferences and educational
programs, collaborated on several research projects and has taken part in different cultural
management and consulting bodies.

Contributors:
Sharon Bailey, ISIS Art, Newcastle (GB) - founding member and co director of ISIS Arts,
she manages projects internationally with artists to produce and present contemporary arts
within public settings.
Ivana Katić, Drugo more, Rijeka (HR) - program coordinator, producer and project manager, Ivana has worked for the organisation “Drugo More”. She is involved in the development
and implementation of art festivals, exhibitions, workshops and conferences.
Marijana Rimanić, Pogon, Zagreb (HR) - communication manager at POGON, a coordinator of net culture club Mama, Zagreb and communication manager for the European project
“Corners”.
Miha Horvat, Sonda, Maribor (SI) – legal representative of the Sonda Foundation, initiator
of gallery project EX-Garage and a founding member of a Transnational Guerrilla Art School.
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Panel 3: Exploring Beyond Space
Thursday 25th May
Edusplash 1, 14:00 – 15:30

From the basic need for space to exploring beyond the conventional limitations of spaces, this
panel will discover the role of space in community development. What makes a great space,
and how can we manage our centers more collaboratively and creatively?

Host: Luka Piškorič, Poligon Creative Centre, Ljubljana (SI) - co-founder and managing
director of Poligon Creative Centre in Ljubljana. He works as consultant, researcher and
lecturer on topics related to creative economy, coworking, crowdfunding and community
building/audience development.

Contributors:
Jonathan Reyes, Civicwise, Valencia (ES) - architect, civic designer and town planner. He
develops projects capable of involving citizens and other stakeholders of the city in the co-design and management of public spaces for the common good.
Birte Gehm, Res Artis, Amsterdam (NL) - Communications and Operations Manager of
Res Artis, the Worldwide Network of Artist Residencies. She is involved in developing content
and tools in response to the needs of members and the changing realities of the artist residency field.
Relja Bobić, Nova Iskra, Belgrade (RS) - independent author, curator, music promoter,
cultural manager and producer. Program manager at Nova Iskra, a unique meeting point of
emerging creative professionals and forward-thinking business in Belgrade.
Van Pham, Xhurches, London (GB) - artist and arts/humanities administrator. She has been
involved in several art collectives and curatorial initiatives, including a series of interdisciplinary performances at a mixed-use church venue that combines music, poetry, and visual art.
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Panel 4: From Practice to Resilience
Thursday 25th May
Student Space, 14:00 – 15:30

We are currently witnessing a large-scale crisis, which calls into question the very structure
and legitimacy of the global system. The whole world is seeking an answer to one milliondollar question: what else? What is the alternative? Is there anything better? There’s only one
way to find out: with practice! That is why we need many communities of practice. There are
six foundations for making a community resilient according to Daniel Lerch: people, systems
thinking, adaptability, transformability, sustainability, and courage. We have the great privilege
in this panel to enter inside the practice of these six foundations of resilience in 4 important
areas: participatory education and knowledge sharing; community building and mutual
solidarity systems, progressive social change and awareness/ethical business, independent
culture and self-empowerment through art.

Host: Dražen Šimleša, Institute for Social Science Ivo Pilar, Zagreb, (HR) - research

associate at Zagreb’s Ivo Pilar Institute for Social Science. The main fields of his work and
interest are globalization, sustainability, economy and permaculture.

Contributors:
Natalie Milbrodt, Queens Library, New York (USA) - leads Queens Library’s Metadata
Services division. Before joining the library profession, she worked for film production, design
and marketing firms in both creative and management roles.
Martin Simon, ABCD Europe, Stroud – Gloucestershire (GB) - social innovator, author
and community organiser. He is a Senior Associate at Nurture Development, the UK’s leading
Consultants and Trainers in Asset Based Community Development.
Polly Moseley, Manchester (GB) - producer, translator and researcher. Much of Polly’s work
has focussed in and around Everton and Anfield in North Liverpool, where she is committed
to positive social change through working with young people and harnessing natural, cultural
and social assets.
Irena Krčelić, Radiona, Zagreb (HR) - independent artist, dramaturge and screenwriter.
As a member of Radiona.org she participates in the development of local DIY culture,
passionately addressing participative learning issues and demystifying technology for
proactive and creative uses.
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TEHteh
café
café
Thursday, 25th May
Outher Space and Rojc Inner Courtyard, 16:00 - 18:00
TEH café is envisaged as a topic-driven networking format which enables speakers, special
guests and participants to meet and share experiences over a coffee or a drink. TEH café
builds on 4 different routes, with each route having 4 subtopics, making 16 different thematic
discussion tables in total.

ROUTE 1: Culture of involvement
a. “How to Activate and Cultivate Your Community?”
Community building; methods of community development
b. “Can We Govern More Collaboratively?”
Co-governance; self-managed community
c. “What’s the Measure of Your Social Impact?”
Social impact
d. “The Power of Many”
Crowdsourcing, crowdcasting, crowdfunding

ROUTE 2: Sharing in Art & Education
a. “When We Share, Everyone Wins”
Creative commons
b. “Sourcing your Network’s Wisdom”
Collaborative networks, participatory organisations
c. “From Open Education to Group learning”
Open education, open knowledge, DIWO, group learning
d. “Innovating Your Center’s Business Model“
Creative business models, trends, insights
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ROUTE 3: Open Spaces for Sharing and Imagination
a. “Placemaking”
Shared vision and building of a common space
b. “Spaces of Social Inclusion”
Spaces focused on social inclusion programs and users
c. “Spaces of Coworking and Co-production”
Spaces focused on day-to-day work, collaboration, sharing job opportunities, initiating
mutual projects; practical business support; freelance collectives; co-production
d. “Spaces of Active Citizenship”
Spaces of independence, active society, activism, hacktivism

ROUTE 4: Communities of Practice
a. “Designing Resilient Local Food Systems”
Community-supported agriculture, local food by and for people, food sovereignty, food
production, permaculture
b. “From Consumer to Maker”
Makers Movement, Citizen producer, DIY culture, fab labs, learning by making, STEM
c. “Time is Money - Try Timebanking!”
New ways of measuring and distributing value, trust as a new currency, time
as a new currency
d. “Made for Sharing”
Tool libraries, all the objects you could share
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WORKSHOPS
Workshops
Life is about using the whole box of crayons
Friday 26th May
Student Space, 10:00 - 13:00

Asset Based Community Development is a new and dynamic approach to building community
which focuses on what is strong, not on what is wrong. We know that the power of what we
have grows when we act intentionally and collectively to re-connect people and help them
form deeper, caring relationships in the places where they live. We believe there is no force
for social change as powerful as a community that discovers what it cares about.

W

Collective responsibility and self-organisation do not happen by themselves and are often
inadvertently harmed by corporate, governmental and academic institutions who, in the name
of helping communities, would have us believe that people are selfish and communities too
broken to flourish without professional interventions. We assert that the only people who can
build communities are the people who live and work there and that there is an abundance of
skills and connections ready to be shared when we invest in local inventiveness.
The workshop will act as an introduction to the theory and practice of Asset Based Community Development, with the intention of improving participants’ capacity to act in solidarity with
others, build communities and campaign for social justice .
Martin Simon is a social innovator, author and community organiser. He is passionate about participation,
mutuality and social justice and is a long standing pioneer
of strengths based approaches to how people can shape
social change. He was the founder of Timebanking in the
UK and co-director of ABCD Europe. He is a Senior Associate at Nurture Development, the leading UK Consultants
and Trainers in Asset Based Community Development
and is also Co-Director of ABCD Europe. He is recognised
internationally as a pioneer of the co-production of public
services and as a leader of a social movement that is now
active across 33 countries.
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How do you increase Digital Inclusion in your community in a creative and
innovative way, while working in partnership with other organisations
Friday 26th May
Living Room, 10:00 - 13:00

How can time banking initiate grassroots projects that bring people together to develop their digital skills and share their knowledge? The workshop will introduce participants to MyCompleteFocus CIC as an example of how technology, in partnerships with different local organisations,
can assist in lowering social isolation. It will explore fun and creative ways of introducing smart
technology to various social groups, such as Digital Surgeries or ‘Techy Teas’ for older people or
games, Coding Clubs and robots for children with special needs, Asperger’s and dyslexia.
There will be some examples of these tools and technologies, including a demonstration of
the robot, a video of MyCompleteFocus’ Coding Club, and a couple of other games and exercises. Attendees will then look at the resources needed to create their own digital inclusion
programmes, and how these link to time banking and inter-generational working. Workshop
participants should gain knowledge and understanding of the core principles of digital inclusion, and their relevance and opportunities for socio-economic impact.
Susan Ryder is the managing director of MyCompleteFocus CIC and the trustee of Rushey Green Time Bank. She
worked in the role of educator for 20 years and holds a
National Qualification for working with 0 - 5 year olds, BA
Hons degree in Education and Computing as well as RSA
qualification in Information, Advice and Guidance (11 - 25
years olds).

W

“Culture Plans Politics” Culture makes Europe!
Friday 26th May
Edusplash 1, 10:00 - 13:00

Let’s consider culture as a horizontal and strategic urban planning advantage for community
centers. Why and how can community centers and cultural activists play an important role
in sustainable and co-creative urban development? Do we fully understand and successfully
maximise the inherent potential of cultural politics and civic education - two key concepts for
codetermination?
The session will consist of a lecture analyzing the existing capacity, a workshop defining the
interplay of civic education and cultural politics as well as a steered discussion. The main aim is
to try and explore the above mentioned intersections and define strategies, thus strengthening
our local participation with concrete instruments, effectively using the existing capacities.
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Jonas Buechel has 25 years of design, social & cultural
work and creative urbanism practice in nearly all European regions, concentrating on Germany, Croatia, Finland
and the Baltic States, specifically Latvia, in the last 15
years. To observe and analyze, and foster individual and
social freedom are the central elements of his life and
work. Jonas studied photography, design, social work,
social planning and cultural management. He focuses on
emotions, space and time - the individual and its groups
and uses community development, moderation & mediation, urbanism, environmental perceptions and photography as his creative tools.

Fuck business models, embrace value creation!
Friday 26th May
Sunflower, 10:00 - 13:00

“In order to change an existing paradigm you do not struggle to try and change the problematic model. You create a new model and make the old one obsolete”. R. Buckminster Fuller

W

Business models are not (only) about money. They are not complex financial formulas or overwhelming strategic theories. At the core of all business models there is a very simple thing:
value. A business model is how you create, deliver and capture value. If an organisation has a
viable and sustainable way of doing this, it has a successful business model.
The workshop is an introduction to business models with a strong focus on value creation.
Both theoretical and practical content will be provided so participants can bring actionable
knowledge back to their organisations and make change happen.
José Rodríguez, Communications Director of TEH, is a
professional with 12 years of combined experience in project and event management, marketing and communications. He has worked for international public and non-profit organisations operating in the areas of arts, education
and international cooperation for development and innovation, for example the Spanish Agency of International
Cooperation for Development, the Embassy of Spain in the
Czech Republic, La Salle Innovation Park Madrid, Instituto
Cervantes Rome and Triple Helix Association. He is also
the author of IETM’s publication “To Sell or Not To Sell? An
Introduction to Business Model (Innovation) for Arts and
Cultural Organisations” and now serves as Communications Manager of the EU co-funded
project Creative Lenses.
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Intercultural working in neighbourhoods

Friday 26th May
Metamedia, 10:00 - 13:00

How can artistic projects support intercultural relationships - bridging divides between neighbours, revealing hidden stories and opening dialogues that would not otherwise have begun?
How can we maintain the balance between the art idea and a meaningful connection? What
are the right conditions for a fruitful creative project within a neighbourhood and what is the
role of a ‘cultural producer’?
The starting point of the workshop will be an example of engagement processes used by ISIS
Arts - a visual arts producer working internationally with partners to devise commissions and
programmes at very local levels. The session will be illustrated with concrete projects led by
artists in public spaces as a catalyst for change within communities, however it will also be
an opportunity for shared learning. Therefore the participants are invited to bring their own
examples and ideas about how to connect artists and local people through cultural initiatives.
Sharon Bailey is a founder member and co-director of
ISIS Arts and manages projects internationally with artists
to produce and present contemporary arts within public
settings. She is interested in visual stories that artists
reveal about our world through connection with communities, while bringing them together across borders and
cultures. She is committed to socially engaged practice and
is herself a successful freelance photographer best known
for her work with older people and migrant groups. For
Corners of Europe she is Digital Engagement and Audience
developer and initiated the digital platform Corners Live.
She has carried out many commissions and residencies
and has published three books.

W

How can land really be the best art? People as the
catalysts for lasting change
Friday 26th May
Eduspalsh 2, 10:00 – 13:00

The workshop will use an example of a specific place in Liverpool, which has been subject
to a series of failed regeneration schemes and false promises, to air how place-making can
optimise and transform social, natural and cultural capital.
Since 2009, Everton Park has elicited a wide range of proposals and plans, some of which
have come to fruition, many of which have not. Ownership/Stewardship of this ‘public space’
is still contested. Arts projects include: a foraging circle and a skate park commissioned by
Liverpool Biennial, a short stop by Royal de Luxe’s street theatre show, a proposal for a skypier visitor attraction, and a flagship wildflower project.
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Much has been done from a heritage standpoint to recall and honour the social history of the
area, which was a series of villages in the not-so-distant past. Now there is an opportunity to
re-draw civic maps with more connectivity and to start co-producing some DIY architectural
projects with the community, alerting people’s sense of place and connection to the land.
Polly Moseley is a producer, translator and researcher.
After living and working in Liverpool since 2009, she
established a Community Interest Company (CIC) in 2016,
and started a PhD in how natural capital can better inform
business decision-making. Much of Polly’s work has
focussed in and around Everton and Anfield in North Liverpool, where she is committed to positive social change
through working with young people and harnessing natural, cultural and social assets. She has been a campaigner
and advocate for change in the health sector constantly
seeking to redress health inequalities. In 2014-15 Polly
produced the arts component of the Grow Wild England
Flagship project in Everton Park.

W

Civic Design and Collective Intelligence
Friday 26th May
Green Istria, 10:00 - 13:00

In the last decade we have seen the emergence of new ‘shared’ spaces that foster innovative
ways to encounter and collaborate with one another. Citizens can not only utilise these new
community platforms, but shape their identity, engaging in collective projects for the common
good that can be described as ‘civil innovation’. This experimental workshop will focus on the
development of new tools, projects, strategies and spaces which follow the principles of civic
design, economy and engagement. These prototypes will be based on services, products and
processes proposed by the workshop participants themselves.
The workshop will take an open and ‘hands on’ structure, with attendees working collaboratively to establish the necessary framework for generating effective collective spaces. They
will explore concrete solutions for generating communities that are ecosystems of synergy
and shared knowledge. The session’s ‘mutual entrepreneurship’ approach will see both
individual and collective processes combine to imagine new civic spaces where citizens can
develop social projects in connection with local authorities, the private sector and universities.
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Jonathan Reyes is an architect, civic designer and town
planner. Through his work he explores new forms of open
source design and urban planning which are able to
improve the management and operation of the city. He
promotes and designs tools and processes of Collective
Intelligence applied to a given territory. He develops
projects capable of involving citizens and other stakeholders of the city in the co-design and management of public
spaces for the common good. Jonathan is co-founder of
Carpe Via and the Civicwise community. He is currently
involved in the development of Civic Factory, a pioneering
space to promote the collective intelligence involving all
the different stakeholders of the City of Valencia.

BIOTECTURE – building a vertical garden

Friday 26th May
Rojc Inner Courtyard, 10:00 - 13:00, 15:00 - 16:30
The workshop is about biotecture - the synthesis of biology and architecture. It is a way
of incorporating living elements into architecture, usually in urban environments, in order
to bring living ecosystems back into cities. Biotecture includes living roofs, green facades,
vertical gardens and essentially any solutions that bring back nature to our habitat. Biotecture
can significantly increase biodiversity, lower air pollution, bring noise levels down, increase
the energy efficiency of our buildings and provide beauty in our daily lives. It can also offer us
a new way to use vertical space that is plentiful in urban settings.

W

Participants will be introduced to all the different technological solutions for incorporating
more natural ecosystems into architecture. In addition to this, they will also be taught how to
build and use their own vertical garden with simple tools.The workshop is targeted to
individuals or groups that want to implement environmental design into their lifestyles.
Bruno Motik is a longtime activist, member of the Green
Network Activist Group (ZMAG) who participated in building the Recycled Estate in the village of Vukomerić near
Zagreb.
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Time banking - a tool to engage and build with a creative community
Friday, 26th May
Yellow Submarine, 10:00 - 13:00

Time banking is a tool to connect and initiate projects that bring people together to make
their neighbourhood thrive. The workshop will provide a brief historical introduction to time
banking in a socio-economic context, before exploring the core principles. It will use Rushey
Green as an example of how a time bank functions, how it attracts a diverse range of people,
and ultimately helps different cultures to meet and work together.
These principles will be illustrated through dynamic and creative exercises to be done in
groups, as well as a more general investigation into different methodologies to create links
with community projects, the scope and expectations of time banking and the resources and
tools needed to set up a time banking model. The workshop is well-suited to those interested
in different models of community development.

W
and the quality of life for London”.

Philippe Granger - CEO of Rushey Green Time Bank
which has received several awards for its pioneering
work and impact. Philippe is actively involved in various
charities and steering groups in Lewisham - an area in
south-east London. His main interest is in exploring and
developing ways to encourage grass roots initiatives like
time banking to build sustainable and intergenerational
communities in neighbourhoods.
Philippe was appointed as one of the “London Leaders
2011” by the London Sustainability Development Commission and also received an award from the Mayor of London for “Outstanding contribution for improving London

Getting to know LARP and what it can do for you

Friday 26th May
Student Space, 15:00 - 16:30

Live action role-play (LARP): what is it? How did it come to be, what do people do with it
and what can it be used for? This presentation aims to offer a gateway into the world of live
action role-playing games, and how they can be used as a tool to bring communities together
through collaborative storytelling and shared experiences. Participants will be given the
opportunity to discuss the various types of LARP, and ask any questions they may have. The
workshop will place particular emphasis on the Croatian and wider European context.

Family Andersson game (created by Åke Nolemo, Johan Röklander )

Friday 26th May
Art & Music, 10:00 - 13:00
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A contemporary drama with a dash of dark humor that deals with conflict resolution and negotiation. Players will take roles of brothers and sisters who have to decide how to distribute money
and property left after sudden deaths of their parents, as well as how they will spend Christmas.
Miroslav Wranka is a game designer and a LARP designer from Croatia. He is one of co-founders of the Terrible
Creations creative collective (now a limited liability company) that designs, develops, tests and runs live-action
role-playing games for companies, tourists, education and
other purposes. Lives and works as a freelance journalist
in Zagreb, Croatia.

Places for sharing: how to develop local networks
Friday 26th May
Metamedia, 15:00 - 16:30

We are going to explore a wide range of techniques and playful formats that bring people
together for further cooperation. How can we initiate contact with passers-by on the streets
and in public spaces? What tools should we use to turn transitive areas into meeting places?
How can we develop a network that is mutually beneficial? Build trust within a neighbourhood? From micro-scale interventions to large-scale placemaking initiatives, the session will
prototype site-specific solutions for the places and profiles proposed by participants. Ideal
for change-makers coming from different fields, who are eager to learn and share how to
develop local networks from a scratch by applying creative techniques.

W

Jekaterina Lavrinec is an urban researcher, participatory
artist and educator in urban studies. She is a co-founder
of Laimikis.lt, an urban games and research lab (since
2007) that serves as an interdisciplinary platform for
cultural innovations, non-formal learning and promotes
participatory urban culture by launching creative communities’ initiatives in underused urban spaces. As an associate professor at Vilnius Gediminas Technical University
she is a co-founder of the Creative Industries programme,
where she teaches courses in urban studies and creative
communication in public spaces. Since 2012 she has been
curating an annual arts and research week for urban
interventions in public spaces “priARTink!” (pARTicipate). In her art and research activities
she focuses on the issues of the perception of urban environment, user experience in public
space, temporal urban solidarities and cooperation.
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Organizing & communicating a radical democracy
confluence in Barcelona
Friday 26th May
Living Room, 15:00 - 16:30

How can we bring back local politics to the people who live in the city? 2 years after reaching City Hall with a radical democracy confluence of left wing parties, social movements and
independent activists, Barcelona en Comú will share its experience. The workshop will focus
on presenting the ways of organization, digital tools & communication strategies which help
to achieve Barcelona en Comú’s main objective - changing the way the politics is done - with
a code of ethics, crowdfunding, crowdsourced programme, decentralized structure, online
platform, face-to-face plenaries and different types of participation. Open primaries, feminization and municipalism will be discussed too.
The session may be of particular interest to activists focused on changing things in their home
towns with one foot inside the institutions and the other one outside. We are all changing
bottom up society and our strength is connection and collective intelligence. Let’s share!
Bruno Sokolowicz is a journalist, TV host, radio presenter and a digital, culture & environmental activist
at @350BCN (grassroot citizen movement of 350.org
struggling against climate change and fossil fuel investments). He also co-founded the alternative music online
radio scannerFM.com. Bruno participates in the Barcelona
en Comú experience in different ways: event host, culture
commission, international commission and a bottom up
citizen TV Barcelona en Comú is about to launch.

W

Crowdfunding and community empowerment
Friday 26th May
Edusplash 1, 15:00 - 16:30

As crowdfunding is becoming more and more popular alternative way of founding and launching creative projects, making a successful crowdfunding campaign requires much more than
just making a nice video and launching the campaign on one of the crowdfunding platforms.
The workshop will cover all the key aspects of making a successful crowdfunding campaign
and will have a special focus on how it can be used to empower creative communities. Attendees will be given a full overview of key steps of preparing a strategy for and managing a
crowdfunding campaign, and will benefit from the leader’s extensive crowdfunding experience. Perfect for community managers, professionals from creative and cultural fields and
government/municiplaity officials.
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Luka Piškorič is a managing director and co-founder of
Poligon - the first Slovenian creative centre, operating as
an autonomous platform for empowerment of freelancers
and communities from the fields of creative economy,
social entrepreneurship and culture. Since 2011 he has
focused on development and implementation of new economic models. He has co-funded Slovenia Coworking and
Slovenia Crowdfunding initiatives. As a crowdfunding expert he has consulted several Slovenian and international
creatives and innovators on successfully conducting their
crowdfunding campaigns. He lectures about crowdfunding,
coworking and creative economies at numerous conferences and faculties in Slovenia and abroad.

Communication and its importance for sharing communities
Friday 26th May
Green Istria, 15:00 - 16:30

How can communication facilitate sharing communities within the cultural field? The workshop
will explore shared communication in the digital sphere using the example of Res Artis: an
association of over 600 artist residencies, organisations, and individuals in over 70 countries.
Through digital platforms, including their website and social media channels, Res Artis share
information, news, opportunities and resources to artists and cultural institutions, connecting
and cross-promoting artists and artist residencies from all over the world.

W

After a more general introduction to the topic of communication and its significance in the arts,
participants will investigate ways in which communication, digital and otherwise, can strengthen the cultural sector and be used to establish partnerships and connections. The “RES”
initiative will serve as an example of an innovative use of sharing practices. The workshop is
perfect for organisations with artists-in-residence, artists and cultural workers.
Birte Gehm is the Communications and Operations
Manager of Res Artis, the Worldwide Network of Artist
Residencies. Besides connecting and promoting the organisation’s members, handling the office administration and
taking part in meeting committees, she is also involved in
developing content and tools in response to the needs of
members and the changing realities of the artist residency field. In the course of various stays abroad, she has
developed a keen interest for matters of cultural exchange
and international cooperation, with a particular focus on
the work of NGOs.
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Performing ArtS Residency – exchange program
Friday 26th May
Sunflower, 15:00 - 16:30

The main purpose of the session is to find a common goal among all the TEH member organizations that are working with performing arts Artists in Residency. The Performing Art Residency exchange program that could be used for future TEH members’ collaboration projects
or common activities will be shaped.
The second part of the workshop is dedicated to the preparation of the EU application draft
that will take place during Action Lab on Saturday.
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Laura Gabrielaityte is a Lithuanian performing arts producer at Arts Printing House. She has worked with various
international projects and festivals. Among others Laura
has co-implemented a Residency program for performing
arts in Lithuania and co-developed a long term project
exchange between Bergen and Vilnius. She also led organizations’ team for IETM and TEH meetings held at the Arts
Printing House during the ‘Vilnius – capital of culture’ year.
As a producer, alongside the creative teams, Laura won
prestigious Lithuanian theatre award the Golden Stage
Cross. With an independent international project, connecting artists from the UK, Italy and Lithuania, BRAVENEWWORLDS, she toured at the Edinburgh Fringe festival. Laura is also an idea author for
an Urban Camping project, which promotes family friendly and cultural leisure activities in
Vilnius.

Sharing in Cultural Production: Towards Sustainable Art Platforms
Friday 26th May
Yellow Submarine, 15:00 - 16:30

The technoeconomic paradigm of our times is shifting from declining proprietary forms of
knowledge to so-called “netarchical networks” of the sharing economy to - presumably - the
collaborative commons. Departing from the rhetoric of the past and the abusive platform
mechanics of the present, it appears that sharing is indeed a necessity, driven by a diverse set
of motives. Sharing, as grounded in the post modern philosophy embodies dualism- namely
altruism and individualism- and it needs to serve both. To that end, we need processes for
value judgments regarding copyrights, privacy and related ethical issues within a sustainable
and relevant cultural production ecosystem.
The workshop aims at identifying expressed or implied discrepancies of the sharing culture
and the commons as well as exploring best practices. Through an interactive process the
participants - GLAM representatives, startups, digital culture enthusiasts - will try to generate
and materialize radical thinking for sharing and the commons.
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Alexandros Nousias is a freelance law professional,
Legal Lead of Creative Commons-Greece as well as an associate of the Athens Bar Association, Open Data Institute
Athens, YourDataStories and GFOSS – Open Technologies
Alliance. He is interested in commons, open data, open
innovation, peer to peer production and relevant business
and social models. Alexandros also works with clusters for
Place Identity & Citizens’ Participation (placeidentity.gr).

Sharing the city: from short-term interventions to long-term forms of
collective ownership
Friday 26th May
Edusplash 2, 15:00 - 16:30

How can spaces be used collectively to benefit the common good? What kind of legal and
economic frameworks are needed to stabilize sharing practices? The starting point for
discussion will be the thesis that urban commons understood as long-term arrangements of
users are highly unlikely in times of privatization of public goods and financialization of real
estate markets. At the same time the ongoing political, social, economic and ecological crises
makes the creation of new forms and the re-invention of traditional forms of collective use of
resources and spaces more urgent than ever. What kind of practical models can be found to
formulate alternatives?

W

During the workshop, concrete experiences of Prinzessinnengarten - a social and ecological
urban garden in the center of Berlin, will be shared. From a discussion on the potential but
also the limits of forms of in-between uses the participants will arrive at practical proposals
for new forms of collective ownership. Since the aim of the session is mutual learning and
knowledge sharing, people already engaged in self-organized spaces are especially welcome.
Marco Clausen’s main area of engagement is a sustainable and resilient urban development. He co-founded
the non-profit organization “Nomadisch Grün” (Nomadic
Green), which aims at transforming abandoned urban
spaces into social and ecological gardens and co-initiated
Prinzessinnengarten - a place dedicated to urban agriculture, environmental learning, and neighborhood participation at Moritzplatz in Berlin-Kreuzberg. Prinzessinnengarten is also a home for Nachbarschaftsakademie (the
Neighborhood Academy) - a self-organized open platform
for urban and rural knowledge sharing, cultural practice
and activism.
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ACTION LABS

Action labs

In this Action Lab we want to give participants more space for sharing. The conference is a
unique opportunity to meet cultural practitioners from all over Europe and it would be a real
shame to miss this chance to connect and co-create together.
There are a range of possibilities for collaboration: networking, planning and developing
projects, presentations of projects, talks and DIWO workshops or games.
Here you can find the predefined themes, but we are also giving participants the possibility to
create their own theme during the conference.
Find a white panel close to Rojctaurant and sign yourself up!

AL

TEH Balkan hub

Saturday 27th May
Rojc Inner Courtyard, 11:00 - 12:00
				
The Balkan Hub will gather representatives of Balkan centers to discuss the conditions in
which they operate, the problems and challenges they face and possibilities of co-operation.
The idea of creating a common platform of action will be considered. The overall aim is to find
ways of mutual empowerment by sharing knowledge and experience and by joining networks
that can offer support.
The session is perfect for representatives of Balkan centers that want empowerment through
collaboration. Rojc’s very own Irena Boljunčić Gracin will lead the session.
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TEH HUB: EUROPEAN VOLUNTARY SERVICE (EVS)
Saturday 27th May
Green Istria, 11:00 - 13:00

During the TEH Meeting in Verona (Autumn 2016) plans were made to collect data about TEH
members with EVS volunteers, to boost the communication channels like a TEH EVS Facebook
group, and to increase the participation of EVS volunteers within the TEH network and meetings. P60-NL offered to be the TEH EVS Thematic Hub. Now it is time to turn these ideas into
concrete actions. Participants will also share tips and advice for working with EVS volunteers,
exchanging both positive and negative experiences. This will be done in role plays. However,
the discussion is not limited to only EVS volunteers, but will extend to the experiences of
members who work in general with local volunteers.
The Action Lab is ideal for organizations who are working with a lot of volunteers and/or with
EVS volunteers as part of the Erasmus+ program. Ideally there will be around 20-30 participants. It will lay the foundations for the TEH EVS Thematic Hub and find ways to improve the
already existing channels.
The session will be run by Alberto Sánchez (Die Baeckerei/Austria) and Gerard Lohuis (P60/
Netherlands). Both are responsible for all EVS activities in their centers. Die Baeckeri started
to work with EVS in 2012 and has 2 EVS volunteers every year (as well as volunteers from
other continents). P60 had 4 EVS volunteers (also from Turkey/Caucasus) since 2005.

WUK 2020: we want your feedback!
Saturday 27th May
Hacklab, 11:00 - 13:00

AL

Since WUK’s beginnings in 1979, its organisational structures have constantly evolved. WUK
members have always played their part in decision making and running the centre. Recently
WUK has started a strategy process - WUK 2020 - to systematically develop further its
bottom up organisation . In this workshop we will briefly present our organisational structures
as they were in the past, as they are now, and the aims of WUK 2020. The main part of the
workshop is a more detailed sociocratic discussion of WUK 2020 and grassroots democracy.
Input by workshop participants will contribute to the strategy process.
The overall goal of the Action Lab is to present the ideas behind WUK 2020, and gain feedback from participants, which will be part of a broader exchange of ideas. All members of the
TEH network are invited to participate, but numbers will be limited to 20 attendees.
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European Capital of Culture as a Catalyst for Change
Saturday 27th May
Yellow Submarine, 11:00 - 13:00

The session will give a brief overview of the ideas behind Rijeka 2020 and Novi Sad 2021. The
Rijeka team will give a presentation of “27 Neighbourhoods”- a flagship programme which explores the reasons behind a lack of local cultural centers and the lack of developed models of
citizen participation. Novi Sad 2021 will present ‘Culture Stations’, a participation programme
aimed at boosting community involvement. The session should produce a discussion about
different approaches that can be used to tackle these issues.
The Action Lab is relevant to culture professionals, civil activists, institutional representatives,
citizens, and policy and decision makers.
The session will be facilitated by Irena Kregar Šegota, the Director of Development and
Strategic Partnerships for Rijeka2020 and Neli Nežić, the Programme Manager for 27 Neighbourhoods, as well as Milica Rašković, Participation Coordinator for Novi Sad 2021 and Petr
Šimon, Artists’ Networking Manager, Novi Sad 2021.

AL

The Origin of Spaces

Saturday 27th May
Metamedia, 11:00 - 12:00
The current socio-economic and ecological challenges call for innovative and positive actions
and solutions. Organisations from five European countries joined forces on a three year journey to share existing knowledge and explore new practices for sustainable development in
collaborative clusters. The final result of this Erasmus + project is an online learning platform
that consists of five learning modules: Ecological Transition, Interdisciplinary Coworking,
Participatory Governance, Local Partnerships and Social Entrepreneurship.
In this session the toolboxes created by The Origin of Spaces project will be presented to the
audience.
The Action Lab is aimed at community developers and all who are interested in: citizen participation, partnering, zero waste business, social entrepreneurship, co-working, collaboration
and sharing. It will introduce participants to the OOS online tools for innovative practice in
collaborative spaces. It will be lead by members of the Rojc Alliance: Danijela Poropat, Irena
Burba, Vjeran Juhas and Vibor Juhas.
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Global Grand Central: When project reporting becomes social and
meaningful
Saturday 27th May
Living Room, 11:00 - 13:00

As TEH members we strive to keep our centers open, and to actively include our audiences in
programming and artworks. We believe that our efforts to turn suspicion into curiosity have
vital importance for our societies – but how can we learn from each other, share experiences and build on each other’s successes and failures? With these questions in mind, the EU
co-funded Europe Grand Central project was formed in late 2013, with TEH as one of seven
partners. Now, the result is a permanent Global Grand Central platform, which co-creates an
open standard for project sharing and learning across local practices on a global level.
In this Action Lab partners and users of the platform will share experiences, demonstrate how
it works, answers questions, discuss future plans, and sign up anybody interested to share,
learn, and get involved. Our goal is to inform and spread the work of our users, recruit new
users, and ultimately develop better inclusion projects and a slightly better world.
The Lab is aimed at project directors, artists, and network managers at all levels.
The session will be facilitated by the Global Grand Central project leader, the project communicator, and local project leaders from Poland, Italy, Greece, Germany, France, the USA,
and Sweden.

Performing art residency exchange:
ideas for a collaborative TEH member project.

AL

Saturday 27th May
Sunflower, 11:00 - 13:00

The Action Lab will consist of gathering ideas and creating a concrete plan for a future EU
project that will be lead by TEH members. The main idea is to connect a circle of performing
art residencies that will then participate in exchange programmes. The starting point is a
group of several TEH members that started a residency exchange by inviting artists from each
other’s organizations to their international residency programs.
The Lab will therefore be useful for culture centers that are organizing international residency
program and are willing to be a part of a residency exchange program alongside other TEH
members.
The session will be facilitated by Laura Gabrielaityte-Kazuleniene, a Lithuanian performing
arts producer at the vibrant contemporary arts center in Vilnius the Arts Printing House who
has worked on various international projects and festivals over her career.
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TEH Hub: Staff Exchange
Saturday 27th May
Art & Music, 11:00 - 13:00

Since 2011 the TEH Staff Exchange Programme has created mobility opportunities for arts
and culture professionals across borders to increase and foster professional development
opportunities and knowledge exchange through action-based learning. The Staff Exchange
Programme is open to both employees and volunteers of TEH member centres. The average
stay of a person on exchange is 10 days, where they engage in a range of disciplines: management, PR, education, catering, graphic design, etc.
The overall goal of the Action Lab is to present potential new participants to the programme
and explore how they could contribute to or cooperate with it.
The Lab will be lead by a Robert Blasko, TEH Member and Project Manager of Truc Spherique
in Slovakia.
Note: Only for TEH members

AL

TEH Project Planning: Arts Education in TEH member centers
Saturday 27th May
Edusplash 1 , 11:00 - 13:00
A strand of the TEH, EU supported project ‘Factories of Imagination’ will be focused on Arts
Education in cultural centres.The session will introduce an outline of the plan. TEH members
are invited to join and contribute to the development of the various exchange activities and
knowledge transfers between arts educators. These will be implemented via yearly seminars,
individual study visits, a conference on the topic and some data collection regarding needs,
practices, terminology and methodologies applied. The overall goal is to get TEH members
involved in the development of the project.
The Action Lab will be lead by Mia Christersdotter Norman & Björn Westerlund (Röda Sten
Konsthall), Rene Penning & Fred Entringer (Kulturfabrik), and Chrissie Faniadis (TEH).
Note: Only for TEH members
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Idea Development and Creative Collaboration
Saturday 27th May
Edusplash 2 , 11:00 - 13:00

The Action Lab will function as a mini-training with the purpose of letting the participants try
methods and tools for creative collaboration and structured idea development. They will gain
insight into how to develop the creative capacity on an individual, team and network level,
and understand how to actively apply principles for creative collaboration in day-to-day work
situations. The Lab will be framed from a perspective relating to the challenges of the TEH
network and its members.
The session is suitable for 5-24 participants who are interested in learning about creativity in
groups – how to be creative and how to lead creativity.
It will be facilitated by Jonas Boutani Werner, a former member of the TEH Executive Committee representing Subtopia in Stockholm. Today Jonas is a innovation and leadership consultant and one of the founders of Fantastic Studios.

Co-designing an Online Knowledge Base for Arts and Cultural Organisations to Support Business Model Innovation
Saturday 27th May
Student Space , 11:00 - 13:00

Creative Lenses is a four-year (2015-19), cross-European action research project which aims
to strengthen and develop the business capacity and sustainability of European cultural and
arts organisations. Funded by the Creative Europe programme of the European Union, this
project brings together some of Europe’s leading arts and cultural organisations to share and
distill knowledge about the current and future business models and ongoing sustainability of
cultural and arts organisations. The organisations involved in the project include Trans Europe
Halles, IETM, University of Basilicata, The City of Lund, Olivearte, Kosice2013 Cultural Agency,
Village Underground, Vyrsodepseio, Manifatture Knos, Stanica, P60, University of the Arts
London and Kaapeli Cultural Centre.

AL

One of the outcomes of this work will be an online repository - a Knowledge Base – of cases, publications, tools, videos and examples of business model innovation in the arts and cultural sector.
The Lab is aimed at any arts and cultural organisations who would potentially use such a
Knowledge Base in their work, whether to revise their own business model or look for examples of best practice within the sector.
The session facilitators are Dr Sarah Rhodes, Research Fellow Creative Lenses, University of
the Arts London and Maureen Salmon, Course Co-Leader for the BA (Hons) Design Management and Cultures, London College of Communication, University of the Arts London.
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TEH MEMBERS
teh members
PROGRAMME
programme
FACTORIES OF IMAGINATION 2017-2021

27th May, 10:00 - 10:45
An introduction to four years of EU supported TEH activities
Recently TEH was granted support from the Creative Europe programme for 4 years of
activities. The Factories of Imagination project will strengthen TEH’s ability to connect cultural
centres, facilitate international cooperation and develop the resilience of the centres. The activities will consist of workshops, trainings, staff exchanges, study visits and more, all relating
to establishing and sustaining cultural centres. There will also be a focus on arts education in
TEH member centres and data on this topic will be collected.

Presentation of TEH candidate members
27th May, 14:30 - 15:30

Four cultural centers have applied to become members of Trans Europe Halles. In this session
they will present the centers and their activities. They are:
Spielboden (Dornbirn, Austria)
NiMac (Nicosia, Cyprus)
MottattoM (Geneva, Switzerland)
Zentralwerk (Dresden, Germany)

TEH General Assembly
27th May, 15:30 - 18:00

Note: For participants who are not attending the TEH General Assembly, a guided tour
around the city of Pula will be organised.
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EVENING
PROGRAMME
Evening
programme
Thursday 25th May

Rojc Inner Courtyard
Figaro

Concert of Young Violinists, 20:00
“Figaro” Music Association from Pula are music educators, providing violin classes to local young people.
Their main goal is to present violin playing and music
classes as fun activities rather than an obligation,
making music and art more appealing to children.

The Wind Orchestra of Pula

Concert, 20:30
The Wind Orchestra of Pula has more than 99 members of all generations, working in 8 different groups,
all based in Community Center Rojc. The symphony
orchestra boasts an advanced, rich, and stylishly
diverse repertoire. It is one of the finest orchestras
in the country and has been awarded several golden
plaques at a national level. So far, it has delivered
more than 330 performances, ceremonies and
festive promenade concerts, accompanied by equally
renowned soloists from Pula.

E
P

Kolektiv Buka Noise

DJ+VJ, 21:30
Buka Noise Kolektiv, based in Community Center
Rojc, functions as an independent contemporary art
collective. They operate in a broad range of fields,
including fine art, performing art and contemporary
dance, film and video, music production and DJ
culture. Within this, their work mainly focuses on
cross-media and interdisciplinary projects that explore the intersection of technology and arts, as well
as innovative uses of media and content.
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Thursday 25th May

Living room

Difference and Morality

Exhibition opening (Rojc artists), 21:00
“Difference and Morality” is a group exhibition by artists that are closely connected with the
Community Center Rojc. Coming from different backgrounds, including both academic fine
arts and underground culture, the role played by Rojc as a creative catalyst for the artistic
community has allowed this organic collaboration. With a total surface area of 11,000 m²,
Rojc stands tall as cultural powerhouse for the City of Pula. It’s great working environment
has meant it has become a hive for many different types of artists, constantly stimulating the
networking of those in the cultural field. This exhibition, in alignment with the ‘spirit of Rojc’,
is a testament to the synergy and creativity of a number of prominent cultural figures acting
outside of educational and institutional frames.

E
P
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Friday 26th May

Rojc Inner Courtyard
Visualia Group

Interactive Light Installations, 21:00
Visualia Group gathers artists and creatives working in the field of audiovisual art. Their installations
will illuminate the Rojc inner courtyard. One of the
interactive installations represents a magic garden of
plants and mushrooms brought to life by an activation
control sensor. The Residence of Light and Music is
a playful interactive installation representing a fusion
between music and light. The installation is designed
as a selection of musical instruments that can be
played in an entertaining manner. Another light installation, a giant live postcard positioned
like a projection screen, allows users to create and multiply a variety of projections such as
animations, imaginative characters, tourist locations and other situations in which visitors
participate and become part of a fictional world.

Cantus PoPuli

Choir, 21:30
“Cantus PoPuli” is a mixed chamber choir from Pula
singing a demanding and wide repertoire, ranging
from hymns and choral pieces to covers of pop, rock,
film, gospel and Croatian traditional music. The title of
the choir itself can be interpreted in two ways: “song
of the people” or “song in Pula”, which corresponds
perfectly with their depth and variety. They already
have several stunning performances under their belt
and are the proud winners of the international singing
competition “Chorus Inside” in Rovinj.

E
P

DJ Teddy Lee

Afterparty
Teddy Lee is a long-time selector and DJ, active since
2004. Describing himself as more of collector than a
DJ, his groovy selections embrace his broad range of
musical influences. This adaptability means his sets
delight audiences no matter what the occasion.
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Saturday, 27th May

Rojc Inner Courtyard
Breakdance Studio AB Original

Dance performance, 20:00
Pula-based Breakdance Studio “AB Original” has been
running since 2008, promoting hip-hop and breakdance culture in the community. The studio has recently partnered with the City of Pula to carry out numerous charitable projects whilst entertaining a wide
audience. They have been recognised with countless
prizes and awards and can be found rehearsing on the
5th floor of the Community Center Rojc.

Theatre Dr. Inat: Amanet

E
P

Theatre Play
Theatre Dr. Inat (Rojc – 3rd floor), 21:00
Amanet is an illustration of the universal human
condition; an account of the pointlessness of man’s
wishes and aspirations; a description of the absurd
vicious circle of inseparably intertwined human
destinies which cannot be broken unless a significant
change in human nature occurs. It offers a disturbed
vision of the wasteland of human souls trapped in
an idle existence. The cry of those who would like to
live, but whose voice is misheard and misunderstood,
transforming into a voiceless scream. (G.T.)

Urar

Concert, 22:00
Urar is a musical trio from Pula made up of Dejan Gotal (vocalist and guitar player) Aida Dražić
(baritone and sax player) and Emil Rojnić (drummer).
Refreshing newcomers to the Croatian music stage,
this unique trio bridges the gap between the alternative and mainstream music scenes with its charisma
and simplicity.
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Veja

Concert, 23:00
Veja is a Croatian world music band. They reimagine
traditional Istrian folk music, performing classic songs
in more modern arrangements by using various traditional instruments from all over the world. Thusfar
Veja have performed extensively around Europe.
The band is composed of: Goran Farkaš (vocal,
mih, fiddle, bagpipes, kaval, tambura), Saša Farkaš
(guitar, tambura), Marko Pernić (vocal, accordion),
Sebastijan Demark (bass guitar), Ljuban Rajić (cajon,
percussions) and Marijan Jelenić (sound designer
and engineer).

DJ Filjo

Afterparty
DJ Filjo spins a mix of alternative Rock/Latin/World
music that is guaranteed to get everyone up and
dancing.

E
P
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SUPPORTING
PROGRAMME
Supporting
programme
ZEN Yoga Class

Friday 26th May
Room: Shin
9:00 - 9:45
A free morning class will be organised for all yoga-lovers. Relax and prepare for a full day of
workshops with Rojc’s very own yoga teacher, Ela.

Rojc tour

Thursday, 25th May
18:00 - 20:00
Take a guided tour through the painted hallways and stairways of our center, peep into the
organisations it hosts and meet the people who make the place. The tour will be divided in 4
groups, and it will last for an hour.

Pula city centre tour
Saturday, 27th May
Start: 16:00 at Info Point

For those not attending the general assembly a guided tour of the main attractions of the city
center will be arranged.
Situated on the southernmost tip of the Istrian peninsula, Pula is the largest city in the region
and its commercial and cultural capital. From its origins as a lively Roman outpost, to becoming the chief naval base of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the city’s diverse history has resulted
in a rich and varied cultural heritage. Pula’s most famous attraction is a remarkably well-preserved Roman amphitheatre right in heart of the city.
*Both tours require signing up at the Info Point.
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PRACTICAL
INFORMATION
Practical
information
VENUE

Društveni centar Rojc (Community CentER Rojc)
Gajeva 3
52100 Pula

CONTACT
Rojc web page: rojcnet.pula.org
Conference web page: teh.rojc.eu
Tel: +385 912077577
Email: surojc-info@pula.org

Info Point Working Hours
Thursday: 9:00 – 20:00
Friday: 9:00 - 19:00
Saturday: 9:00 – 16:00

Transportation
City Bus Pulapromet
Bus ticket price: 7,00 kuna (approx. 0,95 €)
Tel: +385 52 222 677
Hotel Pula - Sisplac 31, Pula (station Sisplac) - Community Center Rojc (station Mornarički
park): Buses number 4 or 6
Hotel Veli Jože - Bečka 9, Pula
is in walking distance of the Community Center: around 5 mins
Taxi number: +385 52 223 228 (0-24h)
City bikes “Bičikleta” can be found in different locations in the city centre.
Emergency number: (+385) 112
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FLOORFloor
PLAN plan
GROUND-FLOOR

KARLOBAR

Inner Courtyard

WC
WC

WC

ROJCTAURANT
METAMEDIA
entrance

Edusplash 1 - P.16
Edusplash 2 - P.16a
Student space - P.14
Yellow Submarine - P.13
Living Room - P.9
MetamediA - P.6
HACKLAB - P.5
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ENTRANCE

OUTER
SPACE

2nd FLOOR

WC

ART & MUSIC - 2.15
SHIN - 2.6

3rd FLOOR

WC

Green Istria - 3.21
Sunflower - 3.23
Dr. Inat - 3.1
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CREDITS
Credits
ParT ners:

Sponsors:
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Management:
Irena Boljunčić Gracin (Rojc Alliance)
Kamma Siegumfeldt (TEH)
Concept and program:
Irena Boljunčić Gracin
Danijela Poropat
Ana Mirković
Antonia Banović
Matija Raos
Production and organization:
Irena Boljunčić Gracin
Danijela Poropat
Ana Mirković
Branimir Slijepčević
Kamma Siegumfeldt
José Luis Rodríguez
Elizabeth Parker
Elena Dinovska
Aleksandra Leszczyńska
Manuel Ben
Irena Burba
Rudija Pavličević
Graphic Design, Website and Illustrations:
Vjeran Juhas, Mrkli Mrak, www.mrklimrak.hr
A big thank you to all of the Rojc Associations and Volunteers who helped and contributed
to the organization of this great event. Without you, none of this would be possible.
Special credit goes to:
Art & Music, Art Studio, Breakdance studio AB Original, Centar Yuan Tong, Centar
borilačkih vještina Shin, Čarobnjakov šešir, Društvo osoba s tjelesnim invaliditetom,
Dijalizirani IŽ, Gradska radionica, HDLU – atelje Pauletta, Krater, Makedonsko kulturno
društvo Kočo Racin, Metamedij, Monteparadiso, Odred izviđača Istra, Odred izviđača
Uljanik, Seasplash, Sonitus, Sportsko društvo paraplegičara, Studentska udruga Pula,
Suncokret – Pula, Udruga cerebralne paralize IŽ, Udruga Merlin, USR Pčelica, Zelena Istra
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teh.rojc.eu

